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ABSTRACT 

Psychiatric inpatients who are low functioning, withdrawn, or unable to express healthy 

emotions may be unable to learn healthy emotional expression through traditional 

psychoeducational therapy groups. The purpose of this clinical project was the development 

of adapted curriculum, using music therapy interventions to promote emotional learning for 

psychiatric inpatients of lower cognitive functional ability. An existing curriculum, Healthy 

Emotions: A Cognitive Behavioral Approach, was adapted to better suit the learning needs of 

lower functioning patients. Verbal text and visual graphics were adapted to promote focus of 

attention and to provide for success in using curriculum worksheets. Music therapy 

interventions were developed to support learning objectives. The adapted curriculum, titled 

Music and Healthy Emotions, will be submitted for approval and potential use with 

psychiatric inpatients at a state hospital in the Pacific Northwest region of the U.S. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Individuals struggling with mental illness who are admitted to psychiatric hospitals 

experience the impact of mental illness as well as the secondary and often devastating impact 

of being placed in an institutional setting. They may experience confusion, withdrawal, 

passivity or hypersensitivity in response to the frightening institutional environment. Mental 

illness can bring feelings of shame, loss of jobs and relationships, which impacts feelings of 

self-worth and can cause problems with behavior and emotional expression. Chronic mental 

illness may impact the development of healthy expression of emotions. Psychiatric inpatients 

with traumatic brain damage, advanced age or long term drug and alcohol abuse may have 

impaired cognitive functional ability, which affects the ability to understand and express 

emotions. All of the above compound the problems related to mental wellbeing and recovery 

of psychiatric inpatients (Moore, 2005; Smith, 2006). 

Psychiatric inpatients who are low functioning, withdrawn, or unable to express 

healthy emotions may also be unable to learn expression of healthy emotions through 

traditional psychoeducational therapy groups. Music therapy techniques have been used to 

facilitate the experience of emotion, identification of emotion, facilitate expression of 

emotion and understanding of emotional communication with others, as well as to modify 

emotional behavior (Thaut, 2005). For the individuals who are the focus of this project, 

music has the power to evoke emotional memory, to facilitate identification of emotions and 

to provide opportunities to practice the expression of healthy emotions, which over time can 

lead to emotional learning.  



Definitions 

For the purposes of further discussion of this clinical project it is necessary to define 

the following terms: 

Low functioning: Individuals whose ability to function and carry out activities of daily 

living negatively affects their health, treatment and recovery, as described by the World 

Health Organization (WHO) in the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and 

Health (ICF), a continuum of human functional ability (WHO, 2001). 

Cognitive functional ability: A person’s capacity to process stimuli, and exert mental 

energy to produce motor and speech performance, as well as to process and use new 

information to learn new skills (Allen, 1992). The Allen’s Cognitive Level (ACL) scale 

includes six levels, with each level divided by five modes indicating a range of ability within 

the level (Pollard, 2003). ACL scores range from 0.8, representing coma or lack of response 

to stimuli, to 5.8, representing the ability to plan activities, consider others, organize and 

conceptualize thinking. 

Low Cognitive Functional Ability (LCFA): For the purposes of this project, LCFA refers 

to psychiatric inpatients whose cognitive functional ability corresponds to Allen’s Cognitive 

Level Score (ACLS) of 4.8 - 5.8. 

Traditional psychoeducational groups: Educational interventions, which are designed to 

inform patient about their illness, its treatment and their role in managing the course of their 

treatment (Silverman, 2006). Originally begun as a family-focused intervention in the 

treatment of schizophrenia, psychoeducational approaches are used in the treatment of a wide  
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range of disorders with the primary focus being to educate the individual patient in order to 

obtain the best treatment (Menninger, 2008). 

Healthy emotions: The curriculum Healthy Emotions: A Cognitive Behavioral Approach, 

which was the focus of this clinical project, presents all emotions as good. Emotions reveal 

our perception of the world and are therefore useful, even the difficult emotions. Healthy 

emotions are presented as responses to events. Events present opportunities for making 

choices and planning behaviors in contrast to allowing unhealthy automatic responses (Mills, 

2002). 

Recovery Model: A holistic approach to mental health in psychiatric treatment, which 

promotes an individual’s mental wellness. Treatment includes the client’s perspective, rather 

than only the perspective of treatment team professionals, as in the medical model of 

treatment. There is a focus on active treatment, which is voluntary, meaningful, and 

productive and which prepares clients for discharge back into the community (OSH, 2008; 

Piedmont Geriatric Hospital, 2007; Smith & Bartholomew, 2006). 

Treatment Mall: A centralized space within a psychiatric hospital for therapeutic groups 

and activities. Treatment malls represent a move away from the medical model of ward- 

based treatment to a psychosocial approach to treatment in which patients move off their 

wards for treatment and group activities, thus providing opportunities to interact with patients 

and staff from other wards, as well as opportunities to practice social and coping skills 

needed for transition back to the community (Ferrie, 2002).  



Background 

As a music therapist at a state psychiatric hospital, this writer works in Geriatric 

Treatment Services (GTS) as a part of the Rehabilitation Services Department (RSD). Not 

all of the patients are of geriatric age but all deal with some level of cognitive disability due 

to diagnoses of traumatic brain injury (TBI), cerebral vascular accident (CVA), Parkinson’s 

disease, Huntington’s disease, Multiple Sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, and dementia due to 

age or secondary to drug and alcohol abuse. Many patients have numerous medical problems 

and some, as a part of their disease process or due to long-term hospitalization have 

developed mood disorders, personality changes and subsequent behavioral problems. 

During music therapy groups, it has been observed by this writer, that patients smile, 

laugh, and joke with other patients and staff. In reminiscence provoked by singing favorite 

songs, in music and movement, in active music making, changes in affect are accompanied 

by changes in behavior and approach normal, healthy emotional interaction with staff and 

peers. This writer has seen a need for group therapy that uses music as a stimulus for 

emotional experience, to facilitate emotional expression and to create a supportive 

environment for emotional learning. Thaut (1998) suggested that traditional cognitive 

behavioral interventions “would be complemented by methods which evoke emotions” and 

stressed that emotions can be experienced during the music therapy process rather than only 

verbalized (p. 56). 

Treatment for Psychiatric Inpatients 

At this state hospital, as at other psychiatric inpatient facilities, treatment begins with 

assessment by the patient’s Interdisciplinary Treatment Team (IDT). The IDT consists of  
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members from each of the different treatment modalities including a psychiatrist, physician, 

psychologist, clinical nursing supervisor, social worker, unit director and RSD staff. IDT 

members carry out discipline specific assessments and meet with the patient to develop a 

Treatment Care Plan (TCP). The IDT may also request consultation from occupational 

therapy, physical therapy, speech therapy or a dietitian (Dorothea Dix Hospital, 2007; 

Oregon State Hospital (OSH), 2006; Piedmont Geriatric Hospital, 2007; Western State 

Hospital, 2002). 

The patient’s physical needs and the symptoms which brought the patient to the 

hospital are addressed by the physician, psychiatrist and nursing staff in an effort to get the 

patient stabilized physically and to establish an appropriate medication regimen. RSD staff 

members assess patient strengths, interests and treatment needs in order to recommend 

rehabilitative treatment interventions. RSD staff members also perform functional 

assessments, which generate information for recommendation of educational groups and skill 

building activities that are appropriate for the patient’s current level of functioning. Patients 

are involved in the planning of treatment services, as their functional level allows, as well as 

family and caregivers who are involved. 

Within the RSD program, treatment includes individual, small group or large group 

activities. Interventions and therapeutic activities are designed with consideration of patient 

diagnosis, physical and/or psychosocial functioning and include consideration of the 

discharge needs of the patient. Though RSD staff often use education as a treatment modality 

in working with patients, by adapting therapeutic activities and breaking them down to meet 

patients’ functional levels, these groups and activities become meaningful and patients are  



able to experience success. RSD staff document progress toward patients’ identified 

treatment goals and work in collaboration with other members of the treatment team to 

update patient goals and treatment recommendations (OSH, 2006). 

In a move toward the recovery model in psychiatric treatment, this state psychiatric 

hospital has established a Treatment Mall program. The Treatment Mall program offers 

therapeutic groups designed along the recovery model of psychiatric treatment; therapeutic 

groups and activities are meaningful and productive and reflect patient interests. They 

provide opportunities for patients to take on healthy roles and practice social and coping 

skills within the hospital community in order to prepare them for discharge back into the 

community outside the hospital (Smith, 2006). 

Within the GTS program, patients whose functional assessment results in a score of 

ACL 0.8 — 3.2, patients who are unable to tolerate leaving their ward or patients who are 

medically fragile receive sensory 1:1 or small group interaction provided by the RSD staff on 

each ward. The goals of these interventions are: 1) to promote awareness of the environment, 

2) to promote calm or relaxation in the presence of stress due to pain or sensory overload, 

and 3) to provide quality of life and palliative care for medically fragile patients. 

Patients who are able to tolerate leaving the ward are referred to the Treatment Mall 

program, which provides therapeutic groups in a centralized space led by RSD staff as well 

as representatives of the Psychology and Social Services departments. Referral to therapeutic 

groups within the GTS Treatment Mall program is based on the individual patient’s cognitive 

functional ability as measured by ACL score. Individuals with ACL scores of 3.4 to 4.0 are 

referred to Sense-ability groups, which provide sensory integration to increase personal body  
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awareness, to promote awareness and interaction in the environment and provide cognitive 

stimulation. Individuals with ACL scores of 4.0 — 4.8 are referred to Aces groups in which 

individuals use familiar skills in activities that focus on problem solving, healthy lifestyles, 

coping strategies, creative expression, healthy emotions, communication, building self- 

esteem through purposeful and meaningful activities, and community involvement. 

Individuals with ACL scores of 4.8 — 5.8 are referred to a Mental Health Wellness program 

which offers traditional psychoeducational groups focused on mental illness education, 

coping with symptoms, building social and community supports, medication management 

and discharge planning. 

Statement of the Problem 

The individuals in the Mental Health Wellness group, those with ACL scores of 4.8 — 

5.8, are the focus of this project. Some of these patients are withdrawn due to mental illness 

and some are unable to express emotions in a healthy way. Though they are within the 

highest functioning group of individuals in the GTS program, all have some level of 

cognitive disability, which affects their ability to learn by using traditional educational 

interventions. These psychiatric inpatients with low cognitive functional ability (LCFA) may 

be unable to learn healthy emotional expression through traditional psychoeducational 

therapy groups. For these individuals, music has the power to evoke emotional memory and 

can be used to facilitate the identification of emotions as well as provide opportunities to 

practice the expression of healthy emotions. 

Mills (2002) developed a workbook-based course, Healthy Emotions: A Cognitive 

Behavioral Approach, which is currently used at this state institution. The workbook  



facilitates learning in steps or modules; it provides for visual learning and also provides 

positive reinforcement for completion of the learning modules. The author presents a simple 

explanation of what emotions are, uses visual aids for learning and promotes making choices 

and planning behaviors in response to emotions rather than allowing unhealthy automatic 

responses (Mills, 2002). However, some sources (Allen, 2003; Pollard, 2003) state that 

LCFA individuals have a lower ability to process experiences and information, thus limiting 

the capacity for new learning. These authors also stress the importance of using retained 

abilities, adjusting expectations and providing adequate support for success in treatment. This 

workbook and the psychoeducational format are not suited for the learning needs of LCFA 

psychiatric inpatients. 

Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of this project was to develop an adaptation of the materials presented in 

Healthy Emotions: A Cognitive Behavioral Approach (Mills, 2002). The adaptation includes 

music interventions to facilitate the identification of emotions, to provide opportunities to 

practice the expression of healthy emotions in a supportive environment and to promote 

emotional learning for LCFA psychiatric inpatients. 

The specific objectives involved in this project include the following: (1) obtain the 

author’s permission for adaptation of the existing curriculum, Healthy Emotions: A Cognitive 

Behavioral Approach (Mills, 2002); (2) simplify the verbal text and visual graphics; and (3) 

develop specific music therapy interventions that support the objectives of each of the 

learning modules.  
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The notebook and module format from Healthy Emotions: A Cognitive Behavioral 

Approach (Mills, 2002) were maintained in order to continue to facilitate learning in steps, to 

provide for visual learning and to provide for positive reinforcement of attendance and 

completion of learning modules as the author originally intended (Mills, 2002). The verbal 

material and visual components were adapted to better suit the learning needs of LCFA 

patients. Adaptations of the curriculum included (a) modification of verbal components in 

each module to provide for success in reading and writing skills, (b) modification of non- 

verbal graphics in each module to promote focus of attention and to provide for success in 

using group worksheets, and (c) adding components to each module to allow for personal 

expression balanced with components requiring acceptance of group decisions to provide 

opportunities to practice being part of a community within the hospital. 

Music therapy interventions developed for each module included (a) drumming skills 

to promote successful drumming experiences (b) drumming and music making interventions 

to facilitate expression of emotions, (c) music listening/lyric analysis interventions using 

recorded music of different periods as well as different genres to facilitate identification of 

emotions and to promote emotional learning, and (d) songwriting interventions to provide 

opportunities to practice making choices in response to emotions and to promote practice of 

new skills in a supportive environment. 

 



REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Cognitive Functional Ability and Treatment 

A search of literature revealed discussion of the unique challenges and needs of 

individuals with low cognitive functional ability. Allen, Earhart, and Blue (1992) determined 

that in the same way that physical disability restricts motor movement, cognitive disability 

restricts an individual’s ability to pay attention to their own sensorimotor information and to 

process sensory information in the environment. This limits the individual’s ability to process 

and use new information to learn new skills. Allen developed ACL assessment as a method 

of determining cognitive functional ability. ACL scores ranging from 0.8 to 5.8 measure a 

range of functional ability from complete lack of response to stimuli to the ability to plan 

activities, consider others, organize thinking and understand abstract concepts (Pollard, 

2003). 

The World Health Organization (WHO) developed the International Classification of 

Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF), which described human functional ability on a 

continuum. The ICF determined the impact of physiological problems on an individual’s 

ability to function and carry out activities of daily living, thus affecting the individual’s 

health, treatment and recovery (WHO, 2001). 

Pollard (2003) asserted that cognitive disability caused by brain pathology prevents 

paying attention to or processing sensorimotor information, limiting an individual’s ability to 

process meaningful experiences as well as limiting the individual’s capacity for new 

learning. Allen (2003) stressed the importance of using the individual’s retained abilities in 

treatment rather than pushing people beyond their cognitive ability, as well as adjusting  
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expectations and providing adequate support for success, for safety and for facilitating the 

individual’s best ability to function. 

Theories of Emotional Arousal and Processing in Music 

Early research by Goldstein (1980) attributed emotional response to music to 

neurological changes in the limbic system of the brain. More current research by Koelsch, 

Fritz, Cramon, Muller and Friederici (2006) used functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI) to differentiate a network of structures in the limbic and paralimbic structures of the 

brain, which are involved during processing pleasant and unpleasant music. Other 

researchers used measures of respiration, skin conduction response, heart rate, and EEG to 

show neural processing of emotion (Baumgartner, Esslen, and Jancke, 2004; Gomez & 

Danuser, 2007; Sammler, Grigutsch, Fritz, and Koelsch, 2007). Baumgartner, Esslen, and 

Jancke (2004) showed music had the ability to enhance emotional experience and affective 

response to pictures in a study of emotional processing. A study by Gomez and Danuser 

(2007) showed that the internal structures of music itself, rather than any extramusical 

factors, determined the emotional response to music. They used EEG and heart rate (HR) as 

measures to show neural processing of emotion and showed that both EEG and HR were 

significant indicators of emotional processing. 

Thaut (2005) discussed research regarding theories of emotional arousal in music, 

music processing in the brain and the relevance of music-evoked responses in therapy, 

referencing clinical observations of mentally ill patients who do not respond to verbal 

approaches but respond with functional behavior during music therapy interventions. 

Because of the way music is processed in the brain, Thaut (2005) asserted that music has the  
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ability to evoke affective emotional responses. He also suggested that individuals struggling 

with mental illness may benefit more from music-evoked affective experiences which 

promote immediate, reality-based, healthy interactions, as well as a “positive experience of 

self” than from “introspective, associative thinking and feeling processes” (Thaut, 2005, 

p.27). Because of this, music can be an important component in behavioral change. 

Rachman (1980) stressed affective modification as a prerequisite to modification of 

some behaviors. He reviewed studies that demonstrated the impact of emotion and emotional 

processing on behavior change in contrast to strictly cognitive therapy approaches. Because 

the experience of affect is nonverbal and is often precognitive, he suggested a nonverbal 

stimulus might provide a better means to access and modify affect and also suggested further 

study of the processing of music, its ability to impact the affective system and its use as a 

means to change affective behavior in therapy (Rachman, 1980; Rachman, 1981). 

Benefits of Alternative Modalities in Treatment of Psychiatric Inpatients 

A search of literature revealed research studies that demonstrated the benefits of 

alternative modalities in the treatment of psychiatric inpatients. Leszcz, Yalom, and Norden 

(1985) performed a pilot study to determine the value and effectiveness of group 

psychotherapy to psychiatric inpatients. Patients rated which aspects of the groups were most 

useful to them. The study showed that patients preferred the support of the less intensely 

interactive groups and also valued alternative groups such as art, movement and other 

modalities, which provided opportunities for involvement with limited demands for verbal 

interaction and intimacy. In another pilot study, Yalom (1995) found that lower functioning  



psychiatric inpatients valued groups that were more supportive, highly structured and 

required less intense interaction than other psychotherapy groups. 

Silverman (2006) conducted a study to evaluate psychiatric patients perception of the 

effectiveness of psychoeducational and rehabilitative programming. Patients were offered 

five different educational classes and two rehabilitative therapy groups. Educational classes 

included Coping Skills, Substance Abuse, Symptom/Medication Management, Art Class, and 

Community Reentry/Discharge Planning. The two rehabilitative therapies offered were music 

therapy and recreation therapy. Music therapy was ranked higher than all other classes or 

therapy modalities. Patients ranked music therapy as more helpful in areas of 

communication, self-esteem, anger management, mood and self-expression. Music therapy 

was also rated as the “most relaxing, fun, and motivating” programming offered (Silverman, 

2006). 

Music and Emotion in Music Therapy Literature 

In the field of music therapy, music is accepted as a means to communicate emotions, 

it serves as a reminder of emotions and as a therapeutic tool to facilitate emotional expression 

(Davis, Gfeller & Thaut, 1999). Emotions that may be difficult to access cognitively are 

easily evoked through music, leading to greater understanding and insight (Gfeller, 1999; 

Gfeller, 2005; Hanser, 1999; Thaut, 1989). Based on an individuals affective responses to 

music, Music in Insight Therapy emphasizes the projection of feelings through music 

experiences. The arousal of emotions by music leads to greater understanding. Discussion of 

emotions is possible as they become accessible through the musical projection, with insight 

being the therapeutic goal (Hanser, 1999).  
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Research Focused on Music and Emotion in a Psychiatric Setting 

There are few examples in the literature of research focused on music and emotion in 

a psychiatric setting. Thaut (1989) demonstrated music was effective in altering existing 

emotional states in psychiatric inpatients and suggested the use of music with psychiatric 

inpatients for expression of emotions and to promote emotional learning. Ficken (1976) and 

Edgerton (1990) suggested songwriting in music therapy as a source of emotional expression 

as well as a means for both therapist and group members to support and validate each 

individual’s feelings. 

Jones (2005) compared songwriting with lyric analysis as techniques to evoke 

emotional change with chemically dependent individuals. The study showed no statistical 

differences between the two music therapy interventions. Both were successful in evoking 

emotional change during a single session but songwriting produced greater pre and post 

mean scores for emotional change than lyric analysis. 

Based on studies that demonstrate the impact of music as a stimulus for evoking 

emotional response, including a study with psychiatric prisoner patients (Thaut, 1989), Thaut 

proposed that affective, emotional responses to music be used to modify affect in clinical 

settings with psychiatric inpatients. Thaut suggested three steps in developing a link between 

“music-evoked affective responses and ‘non-musical’ behavioral learning and change in 

therapy... 

1. Selection of a framework for the classification of emotional states 

2. Demonstration of the relationship between arousal and affective responses 

and evaluation thereof regarding reward value, motivation, incentive value 

and attractiveness for the human organism 

Evidence for the importance of affect modification for behavior 

modification (2005, p. 7)  
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The adapted curriculum, Music & Healthy Emotions, incorporated the first two steps 

suggested by Thaut (2005). In the original curriculum, Healthy Emotions: A Cognitive 

Behavioral Approach, Mills (2002) included a means of classifying emotional states in the 

curriculum. However, the adapted curriculum includes a simplification, which is more 

accessible to LCFA psychiatric inpatients. The music therapy interventions added to the 

curriculum address Thaut’s (2005) second step, that of developing a link between affective 

emotional responses and changes in emotional behavior. The music therapy interventions 

included in the adapted curriculum promote emotional arousal leading to affective responses 

in the individuals participating in group sessions. The music experiences also serve as 

reward, motivation, incentive, and promote attractiveness for individuals using the 

curriculum. 

 



METHOD 

Clinical Project Design 

The author’s permission was obtained for adaptation of the curriculum Healthy 

Emotions: A Cognitive Behavioral Approach (Mills, 2002). After this, the other specific 

objectives involved in this project were addressed. Simplification of verbal text and visual 

graphics was addressed while maintaining the notebook and module format in order to 

continue to facilitate learning in steps, to provide for visual learning and to provide positive 

reinforcement for attendance and completion of learning modules, as the author originally 

intended (Mills, 2002). 

The verbal text and visual components of the curriculum developed by Mills (2002) 

were adapted to better suit the learning needs of LCFA psychiatric inpatients. Adaptation of 

the curriculum included modification of verbal components in each module to provide for 

success in reading and writing skills. The adaptation also included a simplification of the 

means of classification of emotional states. Thaut (2005) suggested a two dimensional 

approach to classification of emotional states using “direction” and “intensity”; direction 

referring to “pleasantness vs. unpleasantness” and intensity referring to the strength of 

response to a specific stimulus (p. 8). The Music & Healthy Emotions curriculum simplified 

Mills’ (2002) classification of emotions. The adapted curriculum uses a simplified two- 

dimensional means of classification of emotional states. 

Mills’ (2002) inclusion of non-verbal visual graphics was intended to provide for 

visual learning. In the Music & Healthy Emotions curriculum non-verbal graphics in each 

module were modified or simplified to promote focus of attention and to provide for success  
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in using group worksheets. Worksheets were prepared to allow for completion as a group 

activity. 

This project also included an adaptation to Mills (2002) curriculum that incorporated 

components into each module to allow for personal expression balanced with components 

requiring acceptance of group discussion and decisions. This addition provides LCFA 

inpatients with opportunities in each learning module to practice being part of a community, 

while supporting expression of each individual’s ideas, emotions, culture, and identity, which 

is an important component of the recovery model of treatment (Piedmont Geriatric Hospital, 

2007; Smith & Bartholomew, 2006). 

Music therapy interventions that support the objectives of each of the learning 

modules were included to facilitate emotional expression, identify emotions, and provide 

opportunities to practice making choices and planning behaviors in a supportive 

environment. Drumming skills interventions were included in early modules, to provide for 

successful drumming experiences throughout the use of the curriculum for individuals who 

may be unfamiliar with drumming. After some success with drumming skills, drum circle 

interventions were included to facilitate expression of emotions. Drumming was included in 

later sessions during initial check-in and closure of each group session to replace verbal 

report of emotional states. Music listening interventions using recorded music of different 

periods as well as different genres were included to facilitate identification of emotions and 

discussion of music-evoked emotion. A database of music to support the music listening 

interventions was developed to provide music for patient selection. Songwriting interventions  



were used to complement Mills’ (2002) visual learning tool to provide opportunities to 

practice making choices in response to emotions in a supportive music experience. 

Along with preparation of workbook pages for the Music & Healthy Emotions 

curriculum the recorded music and instruments needed for use with the curriculum were 

planned for all music interventions and included in the form of individual session plans. The 

completed Music & Healthy Emotions curriculum and session plans will be presented, along 

with a Program Plan for its use in group therapy, to the Treatment Mall Committee at this 

state psychiatric hospital for potential use within the GTS Treatment Mall Program. 

 



DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Discussion of Project Objectives 

The objectives of this clinical project which included, simplifying the verbal text 

and visual graphics of an existing curriculum and developing specific music therapy 

interventions to support each of the learning modules were accomplished successfully 

starting with obtaining the author’s permission for the adaptation. Permission for 

adaptation of the existing curriculum, Healthy Emotions: A Cognitive Behavioral 

Approach (Mills, 2002) was obtained February 1, 2008. His formal support of the 

adaptation served as an encouragement throughout the project. 

Simplification of the verbal text and visual graphics consumed the bulk of the 

time and effort expended during this project. It was challenging to maintain the author’s 

learning objectives in each of the ten learning modules, while considering the LCFA 

patient population. The content of the ten workbook modules was adapted to fit the 

learning ability of those individuals for whom the adaptation of the Music & Healthy 

Emotions curriculum is intended. The end result was a two-week focus on some of the 

material in the early modules, giving individuals time to practice vocabulary and 

concepts while learning and growing comfortable with drumming skills. LCFA 

individuals may also need more than one twelve-week session working with the 

curriculum to learn the new skill of changing an emotion, which is covered in the last 

learning module. 

Two major changes in the original curriculum were made to accomplish 

simplifying language and vocabulary for use with the LCFA population. The number of 

emotional states discussed in the curriculum was decreased from the author’s original  
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curriculum, which included suggested graphic identification of twenty-five emotions and 

verbal identification of ten personal emotions, with many more included in a definitions 

section. The text of the learning modules in the original curriculum focused on fifteen 

main emotions. This number seemed too complex for LCFA individuals for whom the 

new curriculum was developed. Therefore the adapted curriculum, Music & Healthy 

Emotions used nine basic emotions throughout the workbook. This change was based on 

a two dimensional continuum for classification of emotional states suggested by Thaut 

(2005); a directional reference of pleasantness vs. unpleasantness for identification of 

emotions. This also served as the basis for the two basic emotion family classifications 

used in the adapted curriculum. 

The concept of time in terms of past, present and future, was deleted from the 

adapted curriculum for discussion of emotional states. This was done to keep the 

discussion within each session more concrete and in the present. In addition to cognitive 

disability, some of the individuals for whom this curriculum was developed struggle with 

very difficult past memories, memory loss and/or delusional thinking. Some do not have 

the ability to process and adapt their thinking but can learn, through practice to change 

behaviors. The adapted curriculum focuses discussion of emotions and emotional 

behavior in the present. 

Visual graphics in the Music & Healthy Emotions curriculum were simplified and 

complex visual cartoons and charts with lots of text were omitted. An attempt was made 

to get permission to use a copyrighted series of cartoon representations of emotional 

states within the curriculum. The psychiatric facility where this curriculum is intended for 

use currently uses these simple cartoon representations of emotional states that are  



familiar to patients at the facility. However permission was denied for use of the 

copyrighted drawings in the actual curriculum. These drawings will be used in group 

sessions as visual aids and flash cards along with the Music & Healthy Emotions 

curriculum, though not included visually in the curriculum. If this curriculum were to be 

used elsewhere, it is suggested that simple line drawings of the emotional states presented 

in the curriculum be developed or purchased and integrated into the Music & Healthy 

Emotions curriculum. 

Music making interventions that support the objectives of each of the learning 

modules are simply drumming skills, drum circle, music listening, and songwriting 

interventions applied to the specific learning objectives. A focus on drumming skills was 

included in initial group sessions because geriatric patients may not have drumming 

experience and may initially be uncomfortable with drumming. In addition, some 

individuals with a history of TBI or chronic neurologic diseases may have physical 

limitations that prevent a successful drumming experience without practice or without 

adaptation of equipment by the music therapist. 

Music listening interventions were hampered by the fact that this psychiatric 

facility has a limited music library. The project was also restricted by budgetary 

limitations of a state institution for purchase of CDs necessary to create a music library to 

allow for patient music preferences to evoke all of the different emotions represented in 

the curriculum. The music listening song list, therefore, is a suggested song list and is 

intended to be adapted for the music preferences of the individuals in actual group 

sessions.  
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Songwriting interventions used in the Music & Healthy Emotions workbook may 

or may not actually facilitate new learning and behavioral change in emotional 

expression. They may, however, serve as opportunities to practice using new vocabulary, 

to practice going through the steps of identifying events that lead to an individuals 

emotional states, and to promote music-evoked emotional arousal. Future research would 

be necessary to determine the benefits of the adapted curriculum as well as the impact of 

the addition of music therapy interventions on emotional learning and behavioral change. 

The Music & Healthy Emotions curriculum, addresses the first two steps 

suggested by Thaut (2005) in developing a link between music-evoked affective change 

and behavioral change. It provides a framework for classification of emotions, which is 

more accessible to individuals in a LCFA population. Music interventions promote 

music-evoked emotional arousal that will lead to affective responses, serve as reward, 

motivation, incentive and address Thaut’s (2005) second step in developing a link 

between affective emotional responses and changes in emotional behavior. 

Recommendations 

Thaut’s (2005) third step in developing a link between music-evoked emotional 

arousal, and behavioral change is that of providing evidence of the relationship between 

music-evoked affective responses and change in behavior in therapy. Future research 

using the Music & Healthy Emotions curriculum would address Thaut’s third step and 

possibly demonstrate the relationship between emotional arousal promoted by music 

therapy interventions used in Music & Healthy Emotions and emotional behavior change. 

A study using a similar adapted curriculum without music therapy interventions as a 

control group compared with the Music & Healthy Emotions curriculum including music  



therapy interventions would allow focus on the benefits of music therapy in promoting 

affective emotional responses and the subsequent link between affective change and 

emotional behavior change in subjects in a LCFA psychiatric inpatient population. 
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Introduction 
Why learn about emotions to begin with? Emotions create (to cause as gravity 

causes an apple to fall) desire; they prompt (to incite action, or suggest a course of 

action) us to initiate behavior. Teaching about emotion has long been overlooked, 

perhaps because no one has offered a simple and coherent explanation of what 

emotions are or how they come about in us humans. Most of us were raised to believe 

that emotions just happen. Perhaps with the exception of anger, which causes many 

problems for those on the receiving end, emotions have been sorely neglected in the 

field of psychology. 

All emotions are good in the sense that they help reveal to us our view or 

interpretation of the world around us. All emotions are useful to us in that they 

prompt us or motivate us to plan and behave in a certain direction. As Webster's 

defines the word prompt fo incite action. 

Even unpleasant emotions serve a very useful function. They provide us 

with the basic blueprint for a response to a particular set of circumstances that we 

do not like. Most of the unpleasant emotions are looked at in a critical way 

because many of us have learned unhealthy automatic responses, instead of 

learning constructive, helpful and useful choices, plans and behaviors. 

The pleasant emotions have, in general, received a much warmer welcome. The 

pleasure family of emotions has received some criticism from the religious right as 

being immoral. However, when understood within the context of their intended 

purpose, the pleasure family of emotions provides the basis for many constructive 

activities. 

The purpose of this workbook is to increase your responsibility; that is your 

ability to respond or express emotions in healthy ways. You will learn how to 

accurately identify which emotion you are experiencing, and what constructive 

behavior the emotion is prompting you to initiate. This workbook is based on the 

cognitive behavioral principle that events do not cause emotion. Events prompt 

emotion. Once an event occurs, we interpret that event in a particular way; we 

make a judgment based on our beliefs, values and principles. This workbook is in 

fact a cognitive emotional approach to emotions. 

Likewise, emotions do not cause behavior; they prompt behavior in a certain 

general direction. In fact it would be more correct to say emotions prompt 

planning behavior or choosing from familiar behaviors. 

What makes us human in all this is responsibility, the ability to respond. In 

each step from the event to the result, as humans, we have the ability to respond, 

not merely react. If we do not exercise this ability, then we fall back to our animal 

nature and are less than human. 

Theoreticians believe that emotions involve a cognitive or appraisal process 

(Lazarus, 1991) as well as an impulse to action (Plutchik, 2000).  



Module 1 Introducing Emotions 

Exposing the Big Lie 
The Big Lie is that other people (or events) cause our feelings. 

Reasons why we are willing to believe the big lie include: 

1 Our culture teaches us that other people upset us. For example You make me angry! 

2 Most of us have never really thought about where our feelings come from or what 

actually causes them. 

3 If you stop doing whatever is upsetting me, then I feel better, apparently proving that 

your behavior was the real cause of my upset. 

4 Being self-responsible requires more maturity than being self-indulgent. 

Our own experience with the big lie: 

Have you ever been calm at a party or meeting, then later, while thinking about what was 

said or what happened, you became upset? The cause is not the event, but the thinking about the 

event. Have you ever been saddened by an event which you assumed had happened, and then later 

learned that it hadn’t happened at all? It was what you assumed that caused your sadness. We are 

in charge of such mental activities as our thoughts and assumptions. Therefore we cause our own 

emotions. The big lie is exposed. 

The real cause of our emotions 

Our emotions are caused by those mental activities in which we habitually engage after we 

perceive events. Thoughts, beliefs, assumptions, interpretations, conclusions, judgments, labels, 

expectations, and imaginings are all mental activities. The events only trigger those mental 

activities, which are habits for us. (The pessimist and the optimist have very different mental habits. 

The attitudes, mental stance or the way in which we explain the world to ourselves become mental 

habits which are like personality traits.) And those mental activities create a subtle (or not so subtle) 

meaning for us concerning our own personal worth. We are joy-full when we choose to interpret 

an event in a way that implies that we are worthy, lovable, adequate or accepted. We are pain-full 

when we choose a mental activity, which implies that we are not-OK human beings. People with 

low self-esteem have picked up the habit of using mental activities that put themselves down, or in 

some way affirm that they are not OK. 

Managing your feelings is a learnable, teachable skill. Be aware of the feeling. ..identify 

it...accept it...express it...discharge the emotional energy. ..discover the meaning which is implied 

in your habitual mental activity...cancel the mental activity... make a new interpretation...reward 

yourself. 
A major cause of suicide is feeling not-OK. The demand for drugs usually originates with 

pain. Once addicted, crime and violent behavior are required to maintain the habit or suffer more 

pain. If the habit of engaging in bad mental activities (stinkin’ thinkin’) is eliminated, the demand for 

drugs is greatly reduced. If positive self-esteem were promoted, motivation for learning and good 

health would be greatly enhanced. Why bother taking care of a worthless self? 

Adapted from Take Charge! A Guide to Feeling Good by Dr. Wally Johnston  



What is an Emotion? 
An Emotion is: 

= A Feeling 

= A Sensation 

= A physical response 

= An action tendency 

= A balance for logic 

Physical Sensations 

External Sensations Internal Sensations 

Sight - Seeing Hunger 

Sound - Hearing Sleepy 

Smell Aroused - Sexual Attraction 

Taste Intuition 

Touch (physical feelings) Emotion 

Itch Feelings 

Tickle Affect 

Pleasure/Pain Mood 

Temperature - Hot/Cold 

e Qur 5 senses are the way we experience external world. 

* Emotions are the physical response that is the result of the 

way we experience our internal world. 

* Or said another way, emotions are the result of how we 

perceive the external and internal world.  



Music 8 Emotions 
By music a man becomes accustomed to feeling the right emotions. 

— Aristotle 

Music, then, is a powerful expression of the interdependence of mankind 

and from the lullaby to the funeral dirge, an expression of the tender emotions. 

E. Thayer Gaston 

Music is an important form of non-verbal communication. 

Sometimes, when individuals have difficulty expressing feelings verbally, 

music can be an alternative way to share emotions with others. There are 

two philosophies that are held regarding the meaning communicated in 

music. 

e Music itself is expressive. The structural characteristics of music 

communicate meaning to the listener. How complicated or simple, 

how loud or soft, how fast or slow the music is contributes to the 

emotion that is communicated by a piece of music. 

Music has referential meaning. Associations we have with a piece 

of music can influence the emotion we experience as we listen to a 

piece of music. 

Music can help us communicate and understand emotion. 

Drumming is a simple form of making music, which can be used to 

practice communicating emotion to others. 

DRUM BASICS: 
e Exploring different sounds on the drum 
* Say It Play It 

e Call and Response drumming  



Emotional Sc Logical Thinking 

Perhaps it is a good thing to have a beautiful mind, but it is an even 

greater gift to discover a beautiful heart. — John Forbes Nash 

An understanding heart is everything as a teacher, and cannot be 

esteemed highly enough. One looks back with appreciation to the 

brilliant teachers, but with gratitude to those who touched our 

human feeling. — Carl Jung 

Both emotions and thoughts are necessary to be fully human. 

Without emotions we would be like robots: unable to be compassionate, 

life would be colorless, we wouldn’t be able to get started on projects, 

and we would have no enthusiasm. If we had no logic, life would be 

chaotic, with no consistency or planning, we would not have goals, at 

least not for very long. 

Emotion 

Feeling Reason 

Passion Observation 

Chaotic Wis e Organization 

Compassion Consistency 

Sentiment Mind Judgment 

Intuition Knowledge 

Abstract Concrete 

Heart Head  



Introducing Emotions Worksheet 

1 What is the big lie? 
  

  

2 What is the real cause of our emotions? 
  

  

3 In what way are emotions like other feelings (hunger, sexual attraction, sight, 

sound, smell, taste, touch)? 
  

  

4 What would we be like if we were all logic and no emotion? 
  

  

  

5 What would we be like if we were all emotion and no logic? 
  

  

  

6 What does it mean to have a wise mind? 
  

  

 



Module 2 Identifying Emotions 

How We Identify Emotions 
Your emotions are the force fields of your soul — you cannot align your personality 

without your soul becoming conscious of your emotions — Gary Zukav and Linda 

Frances 

e’motion from Latin e: to make or bring about + motion: movement 

Emotions are a kind of feeling. They create desire, which prompts 
us to action and thus motion. When we experience an event, we decide 
what we think about the event based on our beliefs. We consider these 

two things: 
1) Do 1 like the situation? and 
2) Do I believe I can control the situation? 

Our perception of the event, not the event itself, creates the 
emotion! Our body then releases chemicals that stimulate certain parts of 
the brain that we experience or feel as emotion. We make assessments 
about what has happened, what is happening now, and what is going to 
happen (the future). 

Emotions are directives that put into motion, problem solving skills 
or rewards. Each emotion sets in motion a different aspect, direction or 
program. 

When we like a situation, we experience one of the pleasant 
emotions. When we do not like a situation, however, we experience one 

of the more unpleasant emotions.   

  

Pleasant Emotion 

  Do I like 
  

this situation? 

    Unpleasant 

Emotion  



Emotional Expressions 
  

Sentimental Excited 
  

Helpless 
  

  

Fear Anger Pleasure           
Make a simple line drawing of what these emotions look like.  



Emotional Words 

In the same way that our experience of emotions is individual, 

based on our perceptions of events, the way we describe emotions is 

individual. 

There can be confusion and differences in the words used to 

describe emotions. 
o People learn to be cautious about describing what they are 

feeling. We censor our thoughts and feelings before sharing 

them with others. 
= We learn to “grin and bear it” or put on a “poker face” to 

avoid criticism or to gain acceptance by others. 

o We assume that others censor their thoughts and feelings 

= We become cautious about accepting other people’s 

reports about their feelings. 
o The language used to describe feelings. 

= The actual words you use to describe emotions you 

experience may be unique to you, the family or the culture 
in which you were raised. (Plutchik, 2000) 

Look through the Definitions of Emotions section at the end of 

this workbook for a list of many different words used to describe 

emotions. 

 



My Feeling Words 
Make a list of words that you commonly use to describe emotions you 

avnerience and what each word meane ta van The warde van chance 

 



Identifying Emotions Worksheet 
1 What is an emotion? 
  

  

2 What good things do emotions do for us? 
  

  

  

3 How can emotions be a problem? 
  

  

4 Which emotional word is your favorite to experience? 
  

  

5 Which emotion is your least favorite to experience? 
  

  

 



Module 3 How We Create Emotions 

How Emotions Are Prompted 
Motivation comes primarily from the heart, not from the mind. Stephen Covey 
Human actions — thoughts, emotions, opinions, aversions - are all within a 

person’s control if he believes in such possibility. Epictetus 

Other people cannot cause our emotions; events which happen cannot cause 
our emotions. We are the only ones who can create what we feel. Most of us were 
brought up to believe that other people upset us. Who of us hasn’t said: You made 
me angry. It takes more maturity and self-discipline to take responsibility for what 

we feel. 
Emotions are prompted or triggered by events that happen; they are NOT 

caused by the event. 
o To prompt means to suggest a course of action or to incite an action. 
o To cause means to bring about a course of action. 

Healthy individuals retain the choice to act on an emotion or to choose 

another course of action. 
Some prompts are biologically pre-programmed into us. These hot buttons 

are obvious in other animals, like a dog growling when you try to take his food 
away. As humans we have the opportunity and the responsibility to rise above 

these biological promptings. 
When an event happens, we consider two things: 

1) Do I like what is going on? and 
2) Do I feel that I have control over what is going on? 

The answers to these two questions are what create most emotions. 
Whether I like the event or not determines whether I experience a pleasant or an 

unpleasant emotion. 

  

  

Pleasant Emotion 
Do I like       

this situation? 

    Unpleasant 

Emotion  



Music & Emotions 
The Blues 

The Blues is a form in music that has its roots in Africa but was 

developed in the American South. The blues singer used it to tell a story 

and to communicate emotion. We are going to create a Blues song to 

practice how we create emotions. 

In its simplest form, a blues song has only three lines. The first 

line is a statement of a problem or situation, and EVENT. The second 

line is a repeat of the first line, often it includes an added improvised 

expression of emotion. The third line provides an answer for the 

problem or situation posed in the first lines. 

The first line of our blues song will describe an event. 

  

The second line repeats the first line, with a little more 

feeling, perhaps. 

  

  

  

Pleasant Emotion 

Do I like 

this situation? 

      

  Unpleasant 

| D3 Ta) 
  

The third line answers the question and tells what emotion is created. 
“1 feel ’” 

   



Creating Emotions Blues 
Worksheet 

  

  

  

  
Do I like . 

this situation? 

  

  

  
Pleasant Emotion 

  

Unpleasant 

Emotion 
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The 4 Emotion Families 

Whether I feel that I have control over what happened or whether I 

can fix what has happened determines which pleasant or unpleasant 

emotion family I experience. 

I like this situation 

Happiness 
I am a good person. 

Inner Peace from: 
Living my values 

Doing what is right 
Healthy relationships 

Connectedness to others 
Internal or self reward 
Requires perspective 

Pleasure 
I did a good thing. 
Often activated by 5 
senses: 
Taste, flavors 

Smell, aromas 

Sight, beauty 

Auditory, music 
Touch 

Can be bought: toys and 

belongings 
Knowledge, skills 
Job well done, success 

I don’t like this situation 

Helpless 
Protection by avoiding, 
retreating, withdrawal 

Solution lies inside: 
Change my behavior 
Change my attitude 

Accept things I can’t change 
Ask for help 
Prepare for difficulty I 
cannot change by myself 

Hurt 
Emotional injury 

Protection through action: 

Change things 

Change others 
Confront danger 

Let others know my 

boundaries 
There has been injustice, 1 

feel wronged 

Prepare for difficulty that I 

can change myself  



Creating Emotions Worksheet 

1 How are unpleasant emotions created? 
  

  

2 How are pleasant emotions created? 
  

  

3 What is the difference between a pleasant emotion and an unpleasant emotion? 

  

  

  

  4 What are the 2 pleasant emotion families? 

  

5 What are the 2 unpleasant emotion families? 
  

  

 



Module 4 Pleasant Emotions 

The Pleasant Emotion Families 
He who dies with the most toys wins! — Bumper sticker 

Happiness is a state of mind and comes from within. 

Spencer W Kimball 

Pleasant Emotions are prompted by events that I like 

e Pleasure — | did a good thing 
* Happiness — | am a good person 

The Pleasure 

Family 
* | did a good thing 

* Conditional love 

e Can be bought 

e Tangible, temporal 

* External component 

e Take charge, competitive 

Toys, belongings, fun 

* Knowledge, skill 

The Happiness 

Family 
* | am a good person 

* Unconditional love 

* Can’t be bought 

* Intangible, eternal 

* Internal component 

* Cooperation with others 

* Connectedness to others 

* Wisdom, compassion  



Pleasant Emotions 
  

  
  

Pl
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  Ha
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s 
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ly
 

    

Reinforcing and appreciating the good things 

in our lives   

Pleasure 

Family 

      
    

I like this Do I believe 1 

situation! can control it? 

    

  

Happiness 
Family 

      

Pleasant Emotions prompted by situations I believe I can control 
Purpose: to REINFORCE those things that I have done well or which match my 

values. The focus in on my behavior. 

Excitement — I like it & I can control it. 

Purpose: to prepare for success, expectation of success, anticipation 

Pleasure —I like it & I can control it. 

Purpose: to keep doing what works, enjoy the moment, success 

Sentimental — I like it & I can control it. 

Purpose: to remember what worked in the past 

Pleasant Emotions prompted by situations I believe I can’t control 
Purpose: to APPRECIATE those things that I have received. The focus is 

more on my attitude than my behavior. 

Hope — I like it & I can’t control it. 

Purpose: expectation of a positive outcome in the long run 

Happiness — I like it & I can’t control it. 
Purpose: to encourage us and to appreciate, enjoy the positives of life 

Grateful — I like it & I can’t control it. 

Purpose: to appreciate the positive things that benefit me  



Creating Emotions Blues 
Worksheet 

  

  

Do I like this situation? 
  

  

Excited 

Pleasure 

Sentimental         
Do I believe 1 

can control it? 

    
|S (aii 

Happy 
(Tig VEN BY edi 

   



Music & Emotions 

The two ways different ways music communicates meaning can help us 

understand and identify emotions that are prompted as we listen to music. 

o Music itself is expressive. The structural characteristics of music 

contribute to the emotion that is prompted. 

e complicated vs simple 

* loud vs soft 
e fast vs slow 

o Music has referential meaning. 

e Meaning or emotion in music comes from the associations the listener 

makes between the music and some other object or event. 

When a particular piece of music or style of music becomes 

associated with an event, the music alone can elicit the same feelings 

at another time (Davis, Gfeller & Thaut, 1999). 

Music we listen to may prompt feelings from the different emotion families. 

It is important to understand the feelings music prompts in us. This knowledge can 

be used to help us understand healthy emotions. 

Emotions in Music Listening Journal 
As you listen to pieces of music, record the emotion you feel as you listen to 

the music, then circle what prompted the emotion. Was it an aspect of the music 

itself? Was it a the lyrics of the song, or was it a previous association/memory 

that prompted the feeling? 

Song Title: 
  

Artist: 
  

Emotion in the music? 
  

What prompted the emotion? 

Music Lyrics Association/Memory  



#1 Title: 

Music Listening Journal 

  

Artist: 
  

Emotion in the music? 

What prompted the emotion? 

#2 Title: 

  

Association/Memory 

  

Artist: 
  

Emotion in the music? 

What prompted the emotion? 

#3 Title: 

  

Association/Memory 

  

Artist: 
  

Emotion in the music? 

What prompted the emotion? 

#4 Title: 

  

Association/Memory 

  

Artist: 
  

Emotion in the music? 

What prompted the emotion? 

  

Association/Memory  



Emotions in Music We Listen To 

Songlist 

Song 

Rock & Roll 
Cathy’s Clown 
Get Off of My Cloud 
Great Balls of Fire 

Heartbreak Hotel 

Honky Tonk Woman 

Hound Dog 

My Boyfriend’s Back 
Runaround Sue 

Country 
Blue Eyes Cryin’ in the Rain 
I'm So Lonesome | Could Cry 
Jambalaya 
Rocky Mountain High 
Take This Job and Shove It 

Pop/lazz 
A Tisket, A Tasket 

Auld Lang Syne 
Blue Skies 
Don’t Stop 

Hotel California 
Let's Dance 
On the Sunny Side of the Street 
Peaceful Easy Feelin’ 
Raindrops 

Artist/ Composer 

The Everly Brothers 
Rolling Stones 
lerry Lee Lewis 

Elvis Presley 
Rolling Stones 

Elvis Presley 

The Angels 

Dion 

Willie Nelson 

Hank Williams 

Hank Williams 

John Denver 

Johnny Paycheck 

Ella Fitzgerald 
Guy Lombardo 

Frank Sinatra 
Fleetwood Mac 
The Eagles 
Benny Goodman 
Louis Armstrong 
The Eagles 

Dee Clark  



Sentimental Journey 
Stormy Weather 
Summertime 
Town Without Pity 

What a Wonderful World 

Broadway/Showtunes 
Singin’ in the Rain 
Over the Rainbow 
| Got Rhythm 

Blues 
Boom Boom 

Call it Stormy Monday 
Every Day 
My Home is in the Delta 

Old Love 
Standing in My Doorway Cryin’ 

Classical 
Flight of the Bumblebee 
Claire de lune 
Air on a G String 
Pathetique: 2" Movement 

Adagietto, Symphony No. 5 
Aase’s Death: Peer Gynt Suite 
0, Fortuna: Carmina Burana 

Country Gardens 
Moonlight Sonata 
Adagio: Piano Concerto #23 

Les Brown and his band 

Frank Sinatra 

Ella Fitzgerald 

Gene Pitney 

Louis Armstrong 

Gene Kelly 
Judy Garland 
Gene Kelly 

John Lee Hooker 

T-Bone Walker 

B. B. King 

Muddy Waters 

Eric Clapton 
Jessie Mae Hemphill 

Rimsky Korsakov 
Claude Debussy 
J. S. Bach 
Ludwig Van Beethoven 
Gustav Mahler 
Edvard Grieg 
Carl Orff 
Grainger 
Beethoven 
Mozart  



Pleasant Emotions Worksheet 

1 What prompts a pleasant emotion? 
  

  

2 Give an example of a pleasant emotion that you have felt lately and explain 

what happened. 
  

  

  

3 What is the purpose or value of pleasant emotions in our lives? What are they 

good for? 
  

  

4 What are the 2 pleasant emotion families? 
  

  

  

5 If you want more pleasant emotions in your life what can you do to create 

more? 
  

  

  

 



Module 5 Unpleasant Emotions 

Unpleasant Emotion Families 

Life is difficult...— once we truly understand and accept that — 
then life is no longer difficult. M. Scott Peck 

Problems, depending on their nature evoke in us frustration or grief or sadness or 

loneliness or guilt or regret or anger or fear or anxiety or despair... And since life 

poses an endless series of problems. life is always difficult and full of pain as well a 
joy. M. Scott Peck 

Your [negative] emotions are signposts that point to the parts of yourself 
that require healing. Gary Zukav and Linda Frances 

Discipline is the basic set of tools we require to solve life’s problems. M. Scott 
Peck 

Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. Only through experience of trial and 

suffering can the soul be strengthened, ambition inspired, and success achieved. — 

Helen Keller 

Purpose: Adversity, Trials, Difficulty, Adventure, To protect 

If we had no adversity how would we know happiness? 

The Helpless Family The Hurt Family 
e] can’t overcome this e] can overcome this 

* Accept those things I must «Change those things I can 

Protect through withdrawal Protect through action 

Retreat or avoid danger «Confront or attack danger 

[ook for answers inside Fix things outside myself 

Reflect, get out of danger Act, stand your ground 

Change my values or «Carry out my values 

behavior through my behavior  



Unpleasant Emotions 
Creating the desire to change ourselves, others or 

things 
Helpless 

Family 
I don’t ii 

like this Do I believe I 
situation! can control 1t? 

  

Unpleasant Emotions prompted by situations I believe I can 

control Purpose: to CHANGE those things that I can change 

Hurt — I don’t like it & I can control it - Emotional injury 

Purpose: to protect from threat or danger, through action 

Disgust —I don’t like it & I can control it — reject foreign or 
dangerous things 

Purpose: to reject things that are harmful to me 
Anger - I don’t like it & I can control it — strike out or attack 

Purpose: to constructively change others or the situation Th
e 

H
u
r
t
 
F
a
m
i
l
y
 

  

  

Unpleasant Emotions prompted by situations I believe I can’t 

control Purpose: to ACCEPT those things that I cannot change 

Fear - [ don’t like it & I can’t control it, warning of danger 

Purpose: to retreat or avoid, getting out of the way of danger 

Helpless I don’t like it & I can’t control it. 
Purpose: to protect from danger by avoiding or withdrawal 

Guilt —I don’t like it & I can’t control it 
Purpose: to change myself/my behavior to fit my values, to 

do what I believe is right, to live up to my conscience and standards 
Sadness —I don’t like it & I can’t control it 

Purpose is to accept the things I cannot change, introspection 
about my values or attitudes, the goal is to accept the situation 

Th
e 

He
lp
le
ss
 
F
a
m
i
l
y
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Creating Unpleasant Emotions 
Blues 

  

  

Do I like this situation?   

  

  

      
can control 1t? 

Hurt 

Go) Anger/Disgust 

Do I believe | > 

  

Fear 

Helpless 

Guilt/Sadness 

   



Emotions in 

#1 Title: 

Music Listening Journal 

  

Artist: 
  

Emotion in the music? 

What prompted the emotion? 

#2 Title: 

  

Lyrics Association/Memory 

  

Artist: 
  

Emotion in the music? 

What prompted the emotion? 

#3 Title: 

  

Lyrics Association/Memory 

  

Artist: 
  

Emotion in the music? 

What prompted the emotion? 

#4 Title: 

  

Lyrics Association/Memory 

  

Artist: 
  

Emotion in the music? 

What prompted the emotion? 

  

Music Lyrics Association/Memory  



Unpleasant Emotions 
Worksheet 

  1 What prompts unpleasant emotions? 

  

2 Give an example of an unpleasant emotion that you have felt lately and explain 

what happened. 
  

  

3 What is the purpose of the unpleasant emotions in our lives? What are they good 

for? 
  

  

6 What beliefs influence us to feel unpleasant emotions? 

  

7 What kind of attitude can we have to help us deal with unpleasant emotions 

more successfully? 
  

  

  

 



Module 6 Expressing or Changing an Emotion 

Expressing Healthy Emotions 
1. Identify the emotion — you may know this emotion because it is familiar. 

o If not, ask yourself the following questions: 

1. Do I like what is going on? 

2. Am I attempting to control what is going on? 

2. Accept the emotion 
o Check in with your self 

o How do you feel about having this emotion for what is going on? 

3. Express the emotion in a healthy way 

o Each emotion prompts us to do something different. 

o We then use our ideas and values to choose a response. 

o Did you or can you express this emotion in a healthy way, given what 

is going on? 

4. Discharge the emotional energy 

o When we fully express an emotion in a healthy way, then the 

emotional energy is discharged and we no longer need that emotion. 

 



Changing an Emotion 
Choose an emotion that you are uncomfortable with or that you want 

to change. You can use one that you are feeling now, one that you have felt 

recently or one that you felt in the past. 

1. Describe the event that prompted this emotion? 

  

  

  

2. Identify the emotion - Use the following questions to determine the 

emotion. 
% Do you like what is going on ? 

[1d Yes = Positive Emotion [1 No = Negative Emotion 

Are you attempting to control what is going on? 

Write the emotion here: 
+ Do you accept the emotion that you are feeling? 

J YES Go to Step #3 on the Expressing Emotions page. 

(INO Explain 

  

  

  

3. Identify your interpretation of the activating event 

<» What was your part in the creation of this emotion? Describe which of 

your beliefs you used to create this emotion from this event. 

  

  

4. Cancel the mental activity or habit 

% Are you willing to make a choice to think about this event in a different 

way and/or to choose a different emotion? (J YES (1NO 

Explain 
+» How will you create a different emotion? 
  

  

  

< Have you learned a way that music can help you? YES [INO 

Explain 

   



Definitions of Emotions 

Addiction — an attempt to maintain pleasure through repeating behaviors that in 

the past have produced pleasure, a trade of short term satisfaction for long term 

pain. Addiction can take many forms including alcohol/drugs, food, work, shopping 

and sex. 

Affection — mild form of happiness, friendship, caring 

Aggression — an intense form of anger, pushy by nature, violating the rights of 

others tending to start conflict, desire to dominate, power and control 

Alienated — intense sadness, feeling alone detached, estranged, withdrawn from 

someone in a hostile or unfriendly manner. 

Anguish — intense sadness, agony, disheartened 

Anger — I can control it, and I don’t like it; past form of hurt, I believe I can 

change others or the situation; provides motivation and energy to bring about 

change outside ourselves 

Anticipation — mild form of excitement 

Annoyed — mild disgust or anger, bothered, impatient, irritated 

Anxiety — fear where the threat is unknown or source is unclear 

Apology — prompted by guilt, letting another person know that you are sorry for 

hurting them 

Apathetic — mild sadness, indifferent, don’t care, lack of motivation, little value 

for emotions 

Arousal — pleasurable sensation particularly sexual 

Arrogance — form of pleasure, false pride 

Avoidance - prompted by fear and disgust 

Bashful — mild fear, timid, shy, easily embarrassed 

Bored — mild sadness, disinterest, lack of motivation 

Calm — mild happiness, relaxed peaceful, content 

Cautious — mild fear, reluctant to take chances, lacking courage 

Cheerful — mild happiness, friendly, glad, jovial 

Competence — success over time, form of pleasure 

Confident — mild excitement, self-assured, trust in one’s abilities 

Confused — mild helpless, ambivalent, bewildered, puzzled 

Conscience — the structure which houses our morals, values, beliefs  



Cooperative — mild happiness 

Courage —I don’t like it and I can control it, future form of hurt, expectation of 

difficulty that can be overcome; recognize the danger, assess it accurately, and act 

accordingly 

Crushed - moderate hurt 

Curious — mild expectation, desire to investigate, learn 

Cynical — a form of hurt, suspicious of motives 

Depressed — chronic sadness, an unwillingness to accept the unchangeable, 

gloomy 

Determined — quiet internal courage, resolve 

Disappointed — mild sad, dislike of an outcome, not reaching expectations 

Disapproval - mild anger 

Discourage — chronic mild sadness 

Disgust — a past form of hurt, dislike for something offensive 

Dislike — mild hurt or helpless 

Dismay— mild anger 

Despair — intense sadness, no hope of relief 

Destitute — intense helplessness 

Discouraged — moderate level sadness 

Distressed — Chronic excessive stress, high level fear 

Doomed — intense fear 

Distrust — mild fear of another or a situation 

Doubt — mild fear, uncertainty, lack of hope, trust or faith 

Ecstatic — intense pleasure 

Embarrassed — moderate shame, ill at ease, self conscious, flustered 

Enthusiastic — intense excitement 

Envy — a form of anger, discontent over someone else’s advantages 

Euphoria — intense pleasure 

Expectation — mild excitement 

Excitement — future form of pleasure, expecting pleasure, good luck or success 

Exhausted — moderate helpless, tired, drained 

Faith — high level hope, requires evidence of things not seen but true, some knowledge 

is required  



False Pride — excessive form of pleasure, pretending to be better than I am, 

claims of superiority, defense against shame. 

Fantasy — a form of sentimental, a mix of past events and wishful thinking. 

Fear — future form of helpless, expectation of loss from a threat, warning of 

danger, purpose is to get you to be more cautious or observant 

Flashback — high level sentimental, an intense memory recall that may seem so 

real as to seem present 

Foolhardy — inaccurate or incomplete of the assessment of danger, often 

confused with courage 

Fortunate — form of grateful, I am grateful for what I have. 

Friendship — moderate happiness 

Frightened — moderate fear 

Frustrated — moderate anger 

Furious — high level anger 

Gluttony — an excessive form of pleasure 

Grateful — I can’t control it & I like it, a future form of happy, appreciation for 

the positive things in our lives 

Grief —a form of sadness resulting from specific loss, sorrow 

Guilt — I can’t control it & I don’t like it, past form of helpless, purpose is to 

change my behavior to match my values. Introspection about my behavior, when 

my conscience is activated. Belief I have done something wrong. 

Happy — I can’t control it & I like it, present form of enjoyment, a celebration of 

life, acceptance of the way things are, living your life in harmony with your 

convictions it is a secondary reward from doing what I believe is right. 

Hate — intense chronic anger, extreme dislike, often includes revenge. 

Helpless — I can’t control it & I don’t like it, present experience of emotional 

loss, avoidance of what I don’t like, shutting down, weak, powerless. 

Heroic — intense courage 

Hope — I can’t control it & I like it, future form of happiness, expecting a 

positive outcome in the long run, faith, surprise, not knowing what tomorrow will 

bring. 

Hopeless — intense helpless 

Hostile — intense anger, unfriendly, antagonistic, aggressive. 

Humiliated — intense shame  



Hurt — I can control it & I don’t like it, current experience of injury. Not 

accepting the way things are, when our beliefs or values are not honored. Offended, 

wounded, injured 

Hysterical — extreme fear without basis 

Inconsolable — intense form of sadness 

Indulgence — intense form of pleasure 

Infatuation — foolish pleasure based on limited information 

Innocent — mild happiness, lacking or unaffected by experience, free of guilt or 

shame 

Insecure — low level anxiety or uncertain fear 

Interested — mild excitement focused outward, attentive, concerned 

Intimacy — a form of happiness 

Introspection — mild sentimental 

Irritation — moderate anger 

Jealousy — a fear of being replaced by a rival, often includes the desire for 

revenge 

Joyful — intense happiness, often shorter in duration 

Keepsakes — objects of sentimental 

Lonely — a form of sadness prompted by lack of friends or companionship 

Love — deep and pervasive happiness shared with another person 

Lucky — form of anticipation, to come upon something desirable by chance 

Meek — mild happiness, not easily provoked, contented 

Misery - intense sadness, suffering, despair 

Negative Emotion — any emotion that results from a situation that you do not 

like. 

Nervous — moderate level fear or anxiety 

Obsessions - objects of intense sentimental 

Optimism — hopeful, a firm tendency toward the positive emotions, an 

assessment that things have gone the way they should have and that things will 

turn out for the best in the long run. 

Outrageous — lack or absence of shame 

Overwhelmed — intense sadness or fear 

Pained — moderate form of hurt 

Panic — acting out of fear without thinking  



Paranoid — intense unrealistic or unfounded fear, very high level doubt without cause or 

substance 

Peaceful — mild happiness, calm, relaxed, tranquil 

Pessimism — a firm tendency toward the negative emotions an assessment that 

things have not gone the way they should have and that things aren’t going to turn 

out for the best 

Pleasure — I can control it & I like it, present form of satisfaction, success, or 

pride, positive outcome, I take credit for the outcome, rewards 

Positive Emotion — any emotion that results from a situation that I like, 

Optimism 

Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome 

Powerless — intense helpless 

Pride — moderate pleasure, taking credit for a success, pleased with 

something done 

Puzzled — mild helpless, uncertain, confused 

Rage — extreme anger 

Regretful — mild guilt, sorrow over the loss of a person or thing for which you feel 

responsible 

Relieved — mild pleasure after a negative emotion has stopped 

Reminisce — form of sentimental, recall of a past pleasurable experience 

Remorse - a form of sadness, I wish I could change the past; I plan to do better in 

the future 

Resentment — chronic unresolved anger 

Revenge— misdirected anger, the desire to hurt rather than be constructive 

Revulsion — intense disgust, repulsed 

Sad — I can’t control it and I don’t like it, past form of helpless, learn to accept it, 

introspection about values or attitudes 

Satisfied — mild pleasure, pleased with an accomplishment 

Scandalous — moderate shame or lack of shame. 

Secondary Emotion — the emotion we feel when we have been taught that the 

experience or expression of a particular feeling is wrong. For example if we have 

been taught that feeling anger is wrong, then we might feel guilt or shame.  



Sentimental — I can control it & I like it, reminisce. The desire to relive or 

recreate past pleasurable experiences. Fantasy about past pleasurable event; 

addictions 

Shame — chronic unresolved guilt, I am a bad person, an attempt to live up to the 

values of others 

Shock — an intense form of any emotion, usually unexpected; when it is 

positive it is a form of excitement, when it is negative it is fear 

Shy — mild fear, bashful, uncomfortable around others 

Sorrow — moderate sadness resulting form a specific loss 

Success — moderate pleasure 

Suspicious — high level doubt, a form of fear 

Sure — moderate happiness, confident, empowered 

Surprised — mild excitement, unexpected, astonished 

Thoughtful — mild grateful 

Trust — a quiet form of hope, an expectation of safety, a firm belief in something 

Undecided — mild helpless, unsure, unsettled, 

Withdrawn — intense chronic unresolved sadness, a state where the person has 

given up 

Worry — chronic unresolved fear, an ongoing state of being cautious 

Worthlessness — intense shame 
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APPENDIX 

Session Plans 

Module 1: Introducing Emotions 

Verbal introductions 

Discuss Module format and mentors 

Rewards for completing worksheets 

Read and discuss Introduction, Music & Emotion, The Big Lie 

Drum Basics: 

Hand drums for each individual 

Explore different sounds on the drum 

Say It Play It 

= Play names on the drum, group repeats, allow individuals to 

comment on how well group played their name rhythm 

Call and response drumming, volunteers play rhythm for the group to 

copy, rhythms of familiar tunes for group to guess 

Verbal Check-In “How are you feeling at end of group?” 

Module 1/Week 2: Introducing Emotions 

Verbal Check-In 

Read and discuss What is an Emotion, Emotional & Logical Thinking 

Drum Basics: lead with gathering drum 

o Introduce steady beat, very slow/slow/fast beats (half note/quarter 

note/eighth note) 

o Introduce signal to STOP (“rumble...and STOP” 

Remind/discuss homework questions 4-5  



e Drum Basics: 

o Hand drums for each individual 

Explore different sounds on the drum 

Say It Play It 

» [Individuals play names on the drum, group repeats, allow 

individuals to comment on how well group played their name 

rhythm 

Call and response drumming, volunteers play rhythm for the group to 

copy, rhythms of familiar tunes for group to guess 

e Verbal Check-In: 

Module 2: Identifying Emotions 

e Verbal Check-In: 

Discuss homework 

Read and discuss How We Identify Emotions 

Feelings Faces flash cards 

o “When was the last time you saw that expression? What just 

happened?” 

o Is that a Pleasant or Unpleasant feeling 

o Group matches the label with the face 

Emotional Expressions Worksheet 

Remind/discuss homework questions 1-3 

Drum Basics: 

o Choose a Feelings Faces card. “Play something on the gathering drum 

that sounds like that.”  



o Drum circle: introduce signals for louder/softer, slow/fast 

o Volunteers to lead drum circle 

Verbal Check-In 

Module 2/Week 2: Identifying Emotions 

Verbal Check-In: 

Discuss homework 

Read and discuss Emotional Words, Definitions of Emotions pages 

My Feelings Words 

Remind/discuss homework question 4-5 

Drum Basics: 

o Choose one of your Feelings Words. Play something on the gathering 

drum that sounds like that. 

o Drum circle 

Check-In “How are you feeling at end of group? Can you play something on 

the gathering drum that sounds like that?” 

Module 3: How We Create Emotions 

Check-In: “How are you doing today? ... Can you play something on the 

gathering drum that sounds like that?” 

Discuss homework 

Read and discuss How Emotions are Prompted, The Blues 

Creating Emotions Blues 

o 12 Bar Blues: AAB  



Work together as a group, select event, follow diagram to identify 

pleasant/unpleasant feeling. 

Individuals create blues 

o Play each and sing with/for individuals at end of group 

* Remind/discuss homework questions 1-3 

e Check-In 

Module 3/Week 2: How We Create Emotions 

Check-In: “How are you doing today? ... Can you play something on the 

gathering drum that sounds like that?” 

Discuss homework 

Read and discuss The 4 Emotion Families 

Creating Emotions Blues 

o 12 Bar Blues: AAB 

o Work together as a group, select event, follow diagram to identify 

basic pleasant/unpleasant feeling 

o Individuals create blues 

o Play each and sing with/for individuals at end of group 

* Remind/discuss homework questions 4-5 

e Check-In 

Module 4: Pleasant Emotion Families 

e Check-In: “How are you doing today? ... Can you play something on the 

gathering drum that sounds like that?” 

e Discuss homework  



e Read and discuss The Pleasant Emotion Families 

e 16 Bar Blues: AAAB 

o Work together as a group, select event, follow diagram to identify 

pleasant feeling family. 

o Individuals create blues 

o Play each and sing with/for individuals at end of group 

e Remind/discuss homework questions 1-3 

e Check-In 

Module 4/Week 2: 

Check-In: “How are you doing today? ... Can you play something on the 

gathering drum that sounds like that?” 

Discuss homework 

Music & Emotions 

Introduce Listening Journal 

o Discuss Emotions in Music We Listen To sheet and songlist 

CD/tape library to evoke emotions of various periods and genres 

Listen to music selection to prompt pleasant emotions 

Assist individuals in filling in Listening Journal example 

= Title, Artist, circle aspect of music/association 

Individuals select music listening examples, individual identification of 

emotion, group discuss emotions and aspects of music selection 

Remind/discuss homework questions 4-5 

Check-In  



Module 5: Unpleasant Emotion Families 

Check-In: “How are you doing today? ... Can you play something on the 

gathering drum that sounds like that?” 

Discuss homework 

Read and discuss The Unpleasant Emotion Families 

16 Bar Blues: AAAB 

o Work together as a group, select event, follow diagram to identify 

pleasant feeling family. 

o Individuals create blues 

o Play each and sing with/for individuals at end of group 

e Remind/discuss homework questions 1-3 

e Check-In/ benefits of music listening 

Module 4/Week 2: 

Check-In: “How are you doing today? ... Can you play something on the 

gathering drum that sounds like that?” 

Discuss homework 

Review Unpleasant Emotion Families and Music & Emotions 

Discuss Emotions in Music We Listen To sheet 

o CD/tape library to evoke emotions of various periods and genres 

o Listen to music selection to prompt unpleasant emotion 

o Assist individuals in filling in Listening Journal example 

= Title, Artist, circle aspect of music/association 

Individuals select music listening examples, individual identification of 

emotion, group discuss emotions and aspects of music selection  



Remind/discuss homework questions 4-5 

Check-In/ benefits of music listening 

Module 6: Expressing and Changing Emotions 

Check-In: “How are you doing today? ... Can you play something on the 

gathering drum that sounds like that?” 

Discuss homework 

Read and discuss Expressing Healthy Emotions 

Expressing Emotions worksheet 

o Drum Circle: review signals for louder/softer, slow/fast, STOP 

o Volunteer leaders 

o 20 minutes of drumming 

Discuss Expressing Healthy Emotions Worksheet 

Verbal Check-In/ benefits of drumming 

Module 6/Week 2: Expressing and Changing Emotions 

Check-In: “How are you doing today? ... Can you play something on the 

gathering drum that sounds like that?” 

Discuss homework 

Read and discuss Changing an Emotion 

Changing an Emotion Worksheet 

o Drum Circle: review signals for louder/softer, slow/fast, STOP 

o Volunteer leaders 

o 20 minutes of drumming 

Verbal Check-In/ Discuss benefits of drumming  


